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Interoperability issues across the 
various unified communication 
solutions and systems provided by 
different vendors are a challenge 
to the implementation and success 
Unified Communication solutions.

ENGAGE IN SEAMLESS 
COLLABORATION 
Many organizations work with 
myriad pieces of video conferencing 
equipment due to legacy 
installations causing connectivity 
challenges. For example, a 
company may use Cisco at the 
headquarters and Polycom or 
Lifesize at other satellite offices, 
with Microsoft Teams or Skype for 
Business as additional platforms 
for unified communications and 
collaboration. 

The greatest challenge in modern 
communication is the integration 
across different devices, platforms 
and conferencing programs. To 
ensure efficient business operations 
it is crucial that all these endpoints 
work together to create a cohesive 
user experience across all platforms 
and devices.

UPGRADE YOUR VIDEO 
CONFERENCING
UCInterop is SoftwareONE’s 
interoperability solution that allows 
different systems to communicate 
with each other – simplifying 
equipment set up and ensuring 
the equipment you do have works 
with the meeting software you 
have chosen. With UCInterop 
organizations can easily connect 
Microsoft Teams / Skype for 
Business meetings with any other 
conference room system from 
a variety of vendors,  engage 
in seamless meetings, and start 
collaborating natively with just once 
click.

In contrast to traditional solutions, 
UCInterop provides a seamless 
connection with zero technical 
configuration needed in your 
infrastructure and can be delivered 
on-premises, hybrid and from the 
cloud. We offer a cost-efficient, 
highly-scalable service that is 
hosted in a Microsoft Azure Data 
Center architecture with the highest 
security standard. Your existing 
communications infrastructure 
investments are protected at all 
times. 

HOW TO MAKE YOUR 
MEETING A SUCCESS

• Start and join meetings 
with ease – regardless 
of device – be it 
desktop, mobile, or a 
conferencing system

• Experience high quality 
audio, stable video, 
and collaborative 
content sharing 

• Experience unified 
collaboration from 
every platform – even 
if you’re on-premises, 
hybrid or in the cloud

• Scale your solution 
based on current 
demand

• Activate services for all 
users via a pay-as-you-
use licensing model



THE PERFECT CONFERENCING & COLLABORATION PARTNERSHIP -  
TAILORED TO FIT YOUR EVERY NEED AND DEMAND

UCInterop bridges the gap 
between common platforms 
and Microsoft Teams / Skype 
for Business, and provides users 
the ability to view calendars 
to schedule conference calls, 
share invites and use different 
communication functionalities 
such as content sharing, 
recording or whiteboard.

Furthermore, with UCInterop 
meeting participants are 
able to join every meeting 
regardless of their device and 
platform without the need to 
install additional hardware. All 
meetings are accessible either 
from the room device, mobile 
device, or from a web browser 
of the user’s choice.

Last but not least, we offer a 
highly scalable and competitive 
“pay-as-you-need/use” 
licensing concept based on the 
organization’s communication 
needs.  Benefit from best-in-
class user adoption with SIMPLE 
usability – the user experience 
for all attendees is always 
seamless. 

At SoftwareONE, we have 
a dedicated team of UC 
experts, with the ability to 
deliver all aspects of a future 
workplace. They have a deep 
understanding of the market 
and are skilled at helping 
enterprises with planning, 
deploying and maintaining 
global UC projects.

We are on a mission to simplify 
and accelerate the adoption 
of Microsoft Teams, Skype for 
Business and other productivity 
services because we know the 
value this can provide to your 
business. With UCInterop we 
can help you to improve your 
video meeting experience by 
bringing your UC solution into 
your meeting room – at your 
own pace and tailored to your 
organization`s needs.

UCINTEROP  
CUSTOMER BENEFITS

• Globally scalable 
Microsoft Skype for 
Business & Teams 
certified conferencing 
interoperability service 

• Interoperability between 
Skype for Business, 
Microsoft Teams and 
common SIP/H.323 
conferencing endpoints, 
WebRTC, 100% plug-in 
free

• Supports Skype for 
Business on-premises, 
hybrid and online 
deployments

• High Available Microsoft 
Azure Data Center 
architecture with the 
highest security standard 
and geo redundancy 

• Best in class user 
adoption with SIMPLE 
usability – user 
experience for all 
attendees is always 
seamless 

SEAMLESS CONFERENCING WITH  
UCINTEROP

LET`S START YOUR JOURNEY! Get to know the progressive interoperability solution UCInterop that seamlessly 
connects Microsoft Office 365 and Teams / Skype for Business with other conferencing room systems enabling a 
consistent video and collaboration experience across all devices and platforms.

Get in touch to 
learn more about 
UCInterop.

SoftwareONE, Inc.
20875 Crossroads Circle
Suite 1
Waukesha, WI 53186 
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